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STRONGLY ORE INVARIANT RINGS

AHMED A. M. KAMAL

1. Introduction
The study of invariant rings started with the work of Coleman and Enochs, who
defined a ring A to be invariant if whenever A[XJ is isomorphic to B[XJ for some ring
B, then A and B were necessarily isomorphic [3J. Other concepts were also introduced
in various works, strong invariance, n-invariance and n-strong invariance ( e.g. [2], [3], [4J
and [8]). The class of invariant rings contains a number of important classes of rings,
for example local domains, left (right) perfect rings and Von Neumann regular rings are
invariant.
Ore invariant rings and strongly Ore invariant rings were defined and studied by
Armendariz, Koo and Park [l]. In the present work we continue this study, we call a ring
A strongly Ore invariant if whenever the Ore extension A(X, a, DJ of A is isomorphic to
the Ore extension B[Y, p, 8] of some ring B, under an isomorphism IP, then IJl(A) = B.
We attempt in this paper to obtain the conditions under which a ring A to be strongly
Ore invariant.
Throughout this paper all rings are associative with unit and the following notation
will be preserved. If A is a ring, a will denote an automorphism of A and D a a-derivation
on A (that is an additive map from A to itself such that D(ab) = D(a)b + a(a)D(b) for
all a, b E A). The Ore extension A[X, a, DJ is the ring of polynomials in X over A with
the usual addition and with multiplication subject to the rule X a = a(a)X + D(a) for
each a E A. Finally the multiplicative group of units in A is denoted by A*, the set
of all central idempotents in a ring A is denoted by B(A) and (B(A))°' is the set of all
a-invariant elements of B(A).

2. Preliminaries
In this section we collect some well-known facts- concerning a-reduced rings and
Ore extensions. We also provide a few auxiliary results that are needed throughout this
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paper.
A ring A is said to be reduced if A contains no nonzero nilpotent elements and it
is O'-reduced if X O'(X) = 0 implies that X = 0, for each X E A. Let us remark that if
A is a domain (not necessarily commutative), then A is O'-reduced for each O' E Aut(A).
Moreover if A is a reduced ring, then the set of all O' E Aut(A) such that A is O'-reduced
is a normal subgroup of Aut(A).
(2.1) We remark that O"-reduced rings are reduced and that theh idempotents are
O'-invariant, in the case of regular rings these 2-conditions are sufficient for the ring to
be O'-reduced [7, VI.4.2].
As an immediate consequence of (2.1) we have the following result.
(2.2) Every ideal of a regular a-reduced ring A with a O'-derivation D, is a
a-ideal and D-ideal. Furthermore the following statements about an ideal I of A
are equivalent
(i) I is a prime ideal.
(ii) J is a O'-prime ideal.
(iii) I is a D-prime ideal.
Proof. It follows directly from the facts that every ideal of A is an idempotent and
every element a E J can be written in the form a e, where e is a central idempotent in
A.

It is well-known that if, A is a reduced ring, then A[X, DJ is a reduced ring and
hence directly finite. This result is special to differential operator rings. The following
example illustrates this.
(2.3) Let K be a field. Then A = K x K is a commutative regular self-injective
ring. Define O' : A - A such that (a, b) - (b, a) and let P(X) = (0, l)X E A[X, O"], then
p2 = o.

(2.4) If A is a a-reduced ring, then A[X, (}', DJ is directly finite.
Proof. Since A is O'-reduced it is reduced, so we can show that A is an-reduced for
each positive integer n. Therefore A[X, O', DJ is a reduced ring and hence directly finite.
(2.5) If A is a semiprime ring, then we have B(A[X, O', DJ)= (B(A))°'.
Proof. This is [9, Theorem 3.15].
(2.6) If A is a division ring, then A[X, O', DJ is a principal ideal domain.
Proof. This is [11, 1.2.9 (ii)].
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3. Unit elements in Ore extension rings
The unit elements of a skew polynomial ring A[X, a-] and a differential operator ring
A[X, DJ over a commutative ring A are investigated in [12] and [5J respectively. In this
section we study the unit elements of an Ore extension A[X, a-, D], in the case where A
is noncommutative ring. We begin by the following lemma.

Lemma 3.1. Let A be a domain (not necessarily commutative). Then the
set of all units in A[X, a-, DJ is the set of all units in A.
Proof. Let f (X) = L7=o aiXi and let g(X) = L_;:o bjX1 be its inverse. Then
anO"n(bm) = 0, so an = 0 or bm = 0, which implies that anXnbmXm = 0. The coefficient
of xn+m-l in Jg is anO"n(bm_i) + an-10"n-1(bm) = o. So we have bman-IO"n-l(bm) =
0. Therefore bm = 0 or an-I = 0 and hence anO"n(bm_i) = 0 which again implies
anXnbm_1xm-1 = 0. Continuing this way we find anXnbkXk = 0 for all k, 0 ~ k ~ m.
1
Thus if we set fi(X) = L~;0 aiXi, then fi(X)g(X) = l. Since A is a domain, (2.4)
implies that A[X, CJ, DJ is directly finite. Therefore Ji (X) = (g(X))-1 = J(X). So f (X)
must be in A and similarly g(X) is in A.
It is well-known that, for each a EA, xna = L7=o (7)D\a)xn-i in the differential
operator ring A[X, DJ. To obtain a similar formula for the Ore extension ring A[X, O", DJ,
we need the condition that a- and D commute. This condition is used in different works
concerning Ore extension rings, for example, see [10]. Also with applying that condition, the skew derivation (a-, D) becomes a special case of q- skew derivations (quantized
derivations) see [6].
Lemma 3.2. Let A be a ring such that O" and D commute. Then for each
a EA we have xna = L~=O (7)0-n-iDi(a)xn-i in the Ore extension A[X,O",D].
Proof. Routine.
Notice that lemma 3.2 is not true if a- and D do not commute as the followin~
example shows.

Example 3.3. Let A be the ring Z3EBZ3 with the usual addition and multiplication
defined by (a, b)(c, d) = (ac, ad+ be). Let o-(a, b) = (a, 2b) and D(a, b) = (b, b) for each
(a, b) EA. Then O" E Aut(A) and Dis a O"-derivation on A. It is clear that CJ and D do
not commute and one can easily show that X2(1, 2)

i=

L:=o a- -i Di(l, 2)x2
2

-i

as desired.

Proposition 3.4. Let A be a CJ-reduced ring such that (J and D commute.
Then the set of all units in A[X, O", D] is the set of all units in A.
Proof. Since A is a reduced ring, then ab = 0 implies that ba = 0 for each
a, b E A. If ab = 0, then O"(a)D(b) = -D(a)b and bCJ(a)O"(bo-(a)) = 0. But A is O"reduced, so bo-(a) = 0 and hence O"(a)D(b) = 0. o-(a)o-D(b)o-(o-(a)o-D(b)) = 0 implies that
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aD(b) = 0 and so aaD(b) = 0. Continuing this process we obtain, ab= 0 implies that
aannm(b) = 0 and annm(a)b = 0 for each n, m = 0, 1, 2, .... Let f(X) = I::::o aiXi
1 be its inverse. Then anan(bm) = 0, as a'bm = 0, where
and let g(X) =
0 b1X
an = o-n(a'). But a'bm = 0 implies that ak(a')bm = 0 and bmak(a') = 0 for each
k = 0, 1, 2, .... In particular anbm = 0, therefore by using lemma 3.2,

I::;:

anXnbmXm = an(Xnbm)Xm =

t

(:)anan-kDk(bm)xn+m-k = 0.

k=O

Continuing this way we have anXnbkXk = 0 for all k, 0:::; k :::; m and so f(X) and g(X)
must be in A as in the proof of lemma 3.1.
4. Strongly Ore invariant rings
With the aid of the preceding sections we shall now study strong Ore invariance.
We begin by the following result which is useful in the sequel.
Proposition 4.1. Let A be a division ring. If A(X, a, D]

then w(A)

C;,!

B[Y, p, 8J via w,

= B.

Proof. Since w((A[X,a,D])*) = (B[Y,p,8])*, then by using (2.6) and lemma 3.1,
it follows that w(A*) = B*. Thus w(A) ~ B.
If W(X) = bo + b1Y + · · · + bkYk for some b~8 EB with bk =f. 0, then k ~ 1. Now suppose
f3o + /31 W(X) + · · · + /3n(W(X))n = 0 for some f3i E B. Then the highest term -in the
left-hand expression is f3nbkpk(bk)p2k(bk) · · · p(n-l)k(bk) and so f3n = 0. Continuing this
way we find /3o = /31 = · · · C:::: f3n = 0. Therefore {1, IJl(X), ... , (w(X)r, ... } is a left
linearly independent set over B and so it easy to show that \Jl(A) = B.
Lemma 4.2. Let A be a o--reduced ring. Then the set of all idempotents in
A[X, a, D] is equal to the set of all idempotents in A.
Proof. Follows from (2.1), (2.5) and the fact that every idempotent in a reduced
ring is central.
Lemma 4.3. Let A be a ring such that o- and D commute. Then a and D can

be extended to an automorphism of A[X, a, D] and a o--derivation on A[X, a, DJ
defined by a(I::; aiXi) = I::; a(ai)Xi and D(I::; aiXi) = L D(ai)Xi
Proof. By using lemma 3.2, we can show that a(aXn. bXm) = o-(aXn)o-(bXm)
and D(aXn·bXm) = D(aXn)·bXm+a-(aXn)D(bXm) for each a,b EA and n, m E z~o.
Therefore a(f g) = a(f)a(g) and D(f g) = D(f)g + a(f)D(g) for each f, g E A[X, a, D].
Lemma 4.4. Let A[X, a, D] ~ B[Y, p, c5J Via w. If pow= Woo- and 8ow

then

= woD,
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l) If(}' and D commute, then p and 8 commute.
2) If A is a O'-reduced ring such that O' and D commute, then B is a p-reduced
ring.

Proof. 1) Routine.
2) Let f(X) E A[X, O', DJ be such that f(X)O'(f(X))
have that

= 0.

Then by using lemma 3.2 we

The coefficient of the highest term in the left-hand expression is anO'n+1(an)- So since
A is O'm-reduced for each m = 0, 1, 2, ... then an = 0. Continuing this way we obtain
f(X) = 0 and so A[X, O', DJ is a a-reduced ring. Therefore we can easily show that B is
p-reduced.
With these lemmas established we are now ready to prove the strong Ore invariance
of regular O"-reduced rings which is the main result of this paper.

Theorem 4.5. Let A be a regular O"-reduced ring such that O' and D commute. If A[X, O', DJ :: B[Y, p, 8J Via \JI such that po \JI
then \Jl(A) = B.

=

\JI o O' and 8 o \JI

Proof. By using lemma 4.4, we have B is p-reduced such that

= \JI o D,

and 8 commute.
Therefore proposition 3.4 and lemma 4.2 imply that the set of all units (idempotents) in
A[X, O', DJ is the set of all units (idempotents) in A and the same is true for B[Y, p, 8]
and B. By observing that every element of an abelian regular ring is a product of a unit
and a central idempotent, we have \J!(A) ~ B.
p

Now let P be a prime ideal of A and set P' = \Jl(P)B. Since P is generated as an
A-module by central idempotents, P' is also generated by central idempotents. From
(2.2), the relations p(\Jl(a)) = W(O'(a)) and 8(\Jl(a)) = \Jl(D(a)) for each a E A, imply
that P' is a p-ideal and 8-ideal of B. In this case it is easy to see that P' is a proper
ideal of B. Since w(P) ~ P', O'(P) = P, p(P') = P', D(P) ~ P and 8(P') ~ P', then
\JI induces a ring homomorphism W from (A/ P)[X, o', DJ C:,! A[X, O', 8]/ P A[X, O', DJ to
(B / P')[Y, p, 8] "' B[Y, p, 8]/ P' B[Y, p, 81, where "if and pare the automorphisms of A/ P
and B / P' respectively induced by O' and p, also D and 8 are the "if-derivation on A/ P
and the p-derivation on B / P' respectively induced by D and 8. In this case \JI is an onto
mapping and w(A/ P) ~ B / P'.
Since A is abelian regular, then A/Pis a division ring and so (A/P)[X,"if,DJ is a
principal ideal domain by (2.6). Thus if Ker \JI =/ 0, then we have (A/ P)[X, "if, DJ/ K erW
is a finite dimensional vector space over A/ P. But since (A/ P)[X, o', DJ/ K er\JI "'
(B/P'}[Y,p,8] and w(A/P) ~ B/P', this is impossible. Therefore Ker \JI = 0 and
so \JI is an isomorphism. Since A/ P is a division ring, we have w(A/ P) = B / P' by
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proposition 4.1. So P'
W (p )B is a maximal ideal of B and B / P' is a division ring
whenever P is a prime ideal of A.
As in the proof of [1, Theorem 3J we can show that every prime factor of the reduced
ring Bis regular, so B is abelian regular. Since all idempotents and all units of B are in
w(A), we have w(A) = B.
We conclude this paper by the following remark.
Remark. The structure theorems for finitely generated projective modules over
a differential operator ring A[X, D) of abelian regular ring A obtained in [1] can be
extended to finitely generated projective modules over an Ore extension A[X, a-, DJ in
the case where A is a regular o--reduced ring. Moreover the proofs are essentially the
same as that used in [1].
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